
Boluwatife Oduyomi 
STUDENT 
I am a dedicated and proactive student pursuing a Law degree at Lagos State University. I am passionate
about property laws, petroleum, and women rights. I have demonstrated my commitment to learning
through joining the international federation of women lawyers (FIDA) Lasu chapter. I am eager to apply
my knowledge and enthusiasm to contribute to a dynamic team and further develop my skills in a real-
world setting. Focused Graphic Designer with 3-year history of industry success. Brings client visions to
fruition and builds full brand packages to create cohesive brand imaging. Reliable candidate ready to take
on challenges using problem-solving and task prioritization skills to help team succeed and a dependable
employee seeking opportunity to expand skills and contribute to company success. Considered
hardworking, ethical and detail oriented. 

mojisolaboluwatife45@gmail.com +2348114716202 

Lagos, Nigeria 

EDUCATION 
HIGH SCHOOL 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT GIRLS' COLLEGE 
09/2012 - 07/2018,  SAGAMU, NIGERIA 

UNIVERSITY 
LAGOS STATE UNIVERSITY 
03/2019 - Present,  OJO, NIGERIA 

LAW (IN-VIEW) 

WORK EXPERIENCE 
INTERN 
INTERNED at LORD'S AND TEMPLE 
06/2022 - 07/2022,  NIGERIA 
Lords & Temple is a renowned global legal service provider with clients in
a wide range of industries. We understand unique legal solutions and our
diverse skills ensure that our client’s demands are met expeditiously and
competently while maintaining high ethical standards in the delivery of
high-quality legal services. 

RESEARCHER 

Contact : admin@lordsandtemple.com 08026399294 

GRAPHICS DESIGNER 
SELF-EMPLOYED 
05/2019 - Present,  LAGOS, NIGERIA 

Mentored and instructed a small team of 6, including junior
designers and videographers. 

Contact : +234 811 471 6202 

SKILLS 

LEADERSHIP TIME MANAGEMENT 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT TEAM WORK 

PUNCTUALITY PROBLEM SOLVING 

GOOD COMMUNICATION CRITICAL THINKING 

Case analysis Deadline adherence 

Brand image management INTEGRITY 

PERSONAL PROJECTS 
MENTORSHIP (10/2022 - 12/2022) 

Mentored and instructed a small team of 6, including junior
designers and videographers 

CERTIFICATES 
CERTIFICATE OF PROFICIENCY (08/2022 - 08/2022) 
Megarich networks and consults ltd 

CERTIFICATE OF ACHIEVEMENT (05/2022 - 05/2022) 
Jobberman Soft-Skills Training 

CERTIFICATE OF COMPETENCE (09/2021 - 09/2021) 
SEDIN 

LANGUAGES 
ENGLISH 
Full Professional Proficiency 

YORUBA 
Native or Bilingual Proficiency 

SPANISH 
Elementary Proficiency 

INTERESTS 

Legal Research and Writing 

Networking and Professional Development 

Law of Real Property Advocacy Innovation 

Courses 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 

mailto:mojisolaboluwatife45@gmail.com

